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During goal-directed movements, primates are able to rapidly and
accurately control an online trajectory despite substantial delay
times incurred in the sensorimotor control loop. To address the
problem of large delays, it has been proposed that the brain uses
an internal forward model of the arm to estimate current and
upcoming states of a movement, which are more useful for rapid
online control. To study online control mechanisms in the posterior
parietal cortex (PPC), we recorded from single neurons while
monkeys performed a joystick task. Neurons encoded the static
target direction and the dynamic movement angle of the cursor.
The dynamic encoding properties of many movement angle neu-
rons reflected a forward estimate of the state of the cursor that is
neither directly available from passive sensory feedback nor com-
patible with outgoing motor commands and is consistent with PPC
serving as a forward model for online sensorimotor control. In
addition, we found that the space–time tuning functions of these
neurons were largely separable in the angle–time plane, suggest-
ing that they mostly encode straight and approximately instanta-
neous trajectories.
internal forward model  space–time tuning  trajectory 
sensorimotor control  neurophysiology
The posterior parietal cortex (PPC) lies at the functionalinterface between sensory and motor representations in the
primate brain. Known sensory inputs to PPC arrive from visual
and proprioceptive pathways (Fig. 1A). Previous work has sug-
gested how these sensory inputs could be integrated to compute
a goal vector in eye-centered coordinates for an impending reach
(1–3). In addition, psychophysical and clinical studies in humans
have clearly established a role for PPC in rapid online updating
and correction of continuous movement (4–6). In order for a
brain area to play an effective role in rapid online control, it
would have to represent an estimate of the state of the movement
(position, direction, speed, etc.) that is derived frommechanisms
other than just sensory feedback, which is generally considered
to be too slow to accomplish the task much of the time (7, 8).
Another possible input to PPC is an efference copy signal that
relays replicas of recent movement commands from downstream
motor areas back to PPC with little or no delay (9).
Growing evidence supports the idea that the brain overcomes
long sensory delay times by using an internal forward model that
combines efference copy signals with a model of the system
dynamics to generate estimates of upcoming states of the
effector (otherwise not inferable from late arriving sensory
feedback), which are more suitable for the rapid control of
movement (10, 11). Because the output of a forward model
reflects a best guess of the next state of the arm in lieu of delayed
sensory feedback, it is also likely that sensory observations that
arrive at later times are continually integrated as well by the
online controller to improve the estimate of the forward model
as time goes by (12).
In addition, the output of a forward model can be used to
create an internal estimate of the sensory consequences of a
movement in a timely manner (i.e., the expected visual/
proprioceptive state of the effector in the environment), pro-
viding a mechanism for transforming between intrinsic motor
representations and task-based sensory representations (8, 10).
In particular, a forward model may be useful for distinguishing
the motion of an effector from motion of the external environ-
ment. For example, when we make eye movements, it is widely
believed that the brain makes use of an internal reference signal
to avoid misinterpreting shifts of the visual scene on our retina
as motion in the outside world (13). von Holst and Mittelstaedt
(14) originally proposed a reafference-cancelling model that
performs a subtractive comparison of efference copy and sen-
sory signals to remove the retinal shift from our perception.
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Fig. 1. Model and experimental design. (A) Diagram of sensorimotor inte-
gration for online control in PPC. Inputs to PPC consist of visual and proprio-
ceptive sensory signals and, potentially, an efference copy signal. Plausible
PPC outputs to be tested are (i) the static target direction (goal angle) and (ii)
the dynamic cursor state (movement angle). (B) Diagram of actual trajectory
showing the goal angle and movement angle and their respective origins of
reference. The filled green and red circles represent the target and fixation
point, respectively. (C) Example trajectories for center-out task. The dashed
green circle is the starting location of the target and is not visible once the
target has been jumped to the periphery. Dots represent cursor position
sampled at 15-ms intervals along the trajectory (black, monkey 1; magenta,
monkey 2). (D) Example trajectories for obstacle task. Targets, fixation points,
and cursor representations are identical to center-out task. Blue filled circle
represents the obstacle.
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However, a more recent study has provided evidence that this
comparative mechanism actually uses a forward model of the
expected sensory outcome of an eye movement rather than raw,
unmodified efference copy as originally envisaged by von Holst
and Mittelstaedt (15). Interestingly, additional clinical evidence
presented by Haarmeier and colleagues (16) suggested that
parieto-occipital regions may be involved in performing the
comparison between self-induced and external sensory motion
during smooth-pursuit eye movements.
Neurophysiological evidence that identifies the neural sub-
strate of the internal forward model for sensorimotor control of
limb movement has yet to be reported. PPC, specifically the
parietal reach region (PRR) and area 5, could be a possible site
for the forward model to reside given its large number of
feedback connections from frontal areas and substantial sensory
input from both visual and somatosensory domains (17, 18).
Therefore, we investigated the neural representation of online
directional control signals in PPC by analyzing the correlations
of single neuron activity with the static goal angle (fixed angle
from the starting cursor position to the target) and the dynamic
movement angle of the cursor (angle of heading) during a
joystick task (Fig. 1B). We monitored single-unit neuronal
activity in PPC while monkeys performed center-out and obstacle-
avoidance tasks with central eye fixation (Fig. 1 C and D).
Importantly, monkeys were required to fixate centrally during
the entire movement so as to maintain a constant visual refer-
ence frame and to rule out any effects due to eye movements.
This control was instituted because earlier studies have shown
that PRR encodes visual targets for reaching in eye coordinates
and area 5 in both eye and hand coordinates (1, 2). We found
strong evidence that both of these angles were encoded in PPC:
a representation of the static target direction and a dynamic
estimate of the state of the cursor. The temporal encoding
properties of dynamically tuned neurons provide the first evi-
dence that PRR and area 5 encode the current state of the
cursor, consistent with the operation of a forward model for
online sensorimotor control. Furthermore, these state-
estimating neurons appear to encode rather simple trajectories,
encoding instantaneous and mostly straight paths in space.
Results
Space–Time Tuning. We characterized the encoding properties of
each PPC neuron during the movement period by constructing
a space–time tuning function (STTF) (Fig. 2 B and C) (19). Each
horizontal slice in the STTF plots a neuron’s instantaneous firing
rate as a function of angle (goal or movement) measured at a
particular lag time (e.g., Fig. 2A, 0-ms lag time slice). Impor-
tantly, lag time, , denotes the relative time difference between
the instantaneous firing rate and the time that a particular
behavioral angle occurred and should not be confused with the
absolute elapsed time. Therefore, the STTF of a neuron can be
thought of as a description of the average temporal dynamics of
the angle that can be recovered from the firing rate, for example,
by downstream neurons faced with the task of decoding the goal
or movement angle at different relative times in the trajectory.
We also calculated the mutual information between firing rate
and angle for each lag time in the STTF to generate a temporal
encoding function (TEF). Because mutual information is a
nonparametric measure of statistical dependency between two
random variables, this measure allowed us to more directly
quantify a neuron’s encoding strength. The TEF of a neuron
plots the amount of information that could be recovered from
the instantaneous firing rate about the angle at different lag
times (i.e., from past (  0) to future (  0) angles). The lag
time that contained the maximal mutual information was de-
fined as the optimal lag time (OLT), denoting the relative time
at which a neuron’s firing rate contained the most information
about the angle.
Fig. 2C shows a movement angle STTF for a single neuron.
This neuron contained significantly more information about the
movement angle than the goal angle at its OLT of 0 ms (Fig. 2D).
However, because it is not possible to classify cells as encoding
purely goal angle or purely movement angle (because of implicit
partial correlation between these two angles), we instead deter-
mined whether tuning for movement angle was significant,
independent of tuning for goal angle, and vice versa [supporting
information (SI) Text]. If so, we included that cell in the
movement-angle population. Similarly, if the cell contained
significant information about the goal angle, independent of the
movement angle, we included it in the goal-angle population.
During the center-out task, we recorded from 652 neurons
from two monkeys. Using the above-mentioned criteria, we
found that 390 neurons were significantly tuned for either the
movement angle or goal angle or both. Of these 390 neurons, 220
(56%) significantly encoded the movement angle and 292 of 390
(75%) significantly encoded the goal angle. During the obstacle
task, we recorded from 221 neurons from monkey 1, and 212 of
these were significantly tuned for either the movement angle or
goal angle. One hundred sixty-eight of 212 (79%) neurons
significantly encoded the movement angle and 197 of 212 (93%)
significantly encoded the goal angle. Because our analysis relies
Fig. 2. Representative neuron and STTF analysis. (A) Movement angle tuning
curve, plotting firing rate as a function of movement angle measured at zero
lag time. The tuning curve was well fit by a cosine model (R2  0.92). (B)
Diagram describing space–time tuning analysis. Neural activity was sampled
from the middle of the movement period, and movement angle was sampled
across the entire movement period, from movement onset to the time the
cursor entered the target zone. This sampling scheme allowed each firing-rate
sample to be paired with angle samples at all possible lag times considered. (C)
Movement angle STTF. A contour plot shows the average firing rate of a cell
that occurred for different movement angles measured over a range of lag
times (120 ms   120 ms) relative to the firing rate. (D) Movement angle
TEF and corresponding goal-angle TEF, where mutual information between
firing rate and movement angle is plotted as a function of lag time. The firing
rate contained the most information about the movement angle at an optimal
lag time of 0 ms. All error bars denote 95% confidence intervals. Because the
target was stationary during each trial (e.g., goal angle did not change during
a trajectory), the goal-angle information was approximately constant across
lag time. The dashed lines denote surrogate TEFs, for both movement (red-
dashed) and goal (green-dashed) angles, that were derived from surrogate
spike trains and actual angles. Note that there is no temporal tuning structure
in the surrogate movement-angle TEF.
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on the neural tuning properties being stationary in time, the
above population counts do not include any cells that exhibited
nonstationarity (SI Text).
Interestingly, we found an anatomical correlate for the rep-
resentation of goal angle and movement angle in the medial
intraparietal area: The mutual information for goal angle tended
to increase gradually with the depth of the recording electrode,
whereas information for movement angle (peak information,
measured at OLT) decreased with depth. A linear regression
using least squares was performed to quantify a linear relation-
ship between encoded information and depth, and 100 (1  )
% confidence intervals were obtained for the slope of the line.
The average movement-angle information decreased by 30%
over a 10-mm span (  0.038). The average goal-angle infor-
mation increased with depth in the sulcus, by60%, over 10 mm
( 0.002). A stronger encoding of target-related signals deeper
in the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and, conversely, a favored
representation of arm movement-related activity in surface
regions of the IPS is consistent with previous PPC studies of
reach planning, in which eye-centered target signals were com-
monly found in deeper structures such as PRR, and more
hand-related activity was reported for surface area 5 neurons (2).
Static Encoding of Goal Angle. Neurons that were significantly
tuned for the goal angle persistently encoded information about
the static direction to the target (measured from the starting
cursor position, which is also the fixation point), independent of
the changing state of the cursor. These cells were consistent with
previous descriptions of target-sensitive tuning in area 5 (20).
This target representation is most likely not due simply to a cue
response, because the neural activity we analyzed typically
occurred 220 ms after cue onset. Therefore, the intended goal
of the trajectory is maintained in the PPC population during
control of the movement. Knowledge of the target direction
during the movement could be used downstream, for example,
by motor cortices, to adjust upcoming motor commands to more
accurately constrain the trajectory toward the target. Similarly,
a forward model that estimates current and future states of the
cursor could also exploit this online target information to
generate more accurate estimates of the state of the cursor.
Temporal Encoding of Movement Angle. PPC neurons tuned for the
movement angle encode dynamic information about the chang-
ing state of the cursor. Fig. 3A shows TEFs for the entire
movement-angle population, normalized on a per-cell basis by
each cell’s maximal mutual information. TEFs were typically
single-peaked at each cell’s OLT. The histogram in Fig. 3B
summarizes the distribution of OLTs for the movement-angle
population, which was centered at 0 90 ms and 30 90 ms, for
the center-out and obstacle tasks, respectively [median  inter-
quartile range (IQR)]. Both of these plots show that movement-
angle neurons contained a temporal distribution of information
about the state of the ongoing movement; some neurons best
represented states in the near future (positive lag time), some
best represented states in the recent past (negative lag time), and
many peaked around the current state (zero lag time). Passive
sensory feedback would require at least 30–90 ms (proprioceptive-
visual) to reach PPC; consistent with some of the negative OLTs
(30 ms) observed here (21–24). Conversely, if PPC neurons
were encoding an outgoing motor command, subsequent motor
processing and execution of the movement would require at least
90 ms to produce the corresponding cursor motion, resulting in
positive OLTs 90 ms (21). For instance, similar analyses for
velocity have been performed in the primary motor cortex and
report average OLTs of 90–100 ms (19, 20). Therefore, it is
unlikely that PPC is driving motor cortex with feedforward
commands because it would be expected that PPCwould lead the
movement state by more than motor cortex does, on average
(i.e., OLT 90 ms). Previous studies have reported that velocity
information is present in area 5 and have suggested that those
neurons best reflect noncausal, sensory information (20, 25). We
performed an additional temporal encoding analysis for velocity
and obtained very similar results to those reported here for
movement angle (SI Text). Neither passive sensory feedback nor
efferent motor explanations best account for many of the OLTs
observed in our data. In contrast, the most reasonable descrip-
tion of neurons whose optimal lag times lie between 30 and 90
ms is that they encode a forward estimate, which is used to
Fig. 3. Population temporal encoding results. (A) Population TEFs plotted
for all movement-angle neurons showing cell-normalized mutual information
as a function of lag time. TEFs are sorted from lowest to highest OLT. The
population encoded a distribution of temporal information, including past,
present, and future states of the movement angle. Note that some neurons’
TEFs had more data than others because one monkey made slightly faster
movements than the other. (B) Histogram summarizing the OLTs for move-
ment-angle neurons for both center-out and obstacle tasks. Many of these
neurons’ OLTs were consistent with a forward estimate of the state of the
movement angle, which did not directly reflect delayed sensory feedback to
PPC nor were they compatible with outgoing motor commands from PPC.
Color-coded horizontal bars beneath the abscissa denote the approximate lag
time ranges for sensory (blue), forward estimate (black), and motor (red)
representations of the state of the movement angle.
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monitor the current and upcoming state of the movement angle,
before the arrival of delayed sensory feedback. We suggest that
these forward-state estimates most likely reflect the operation of
a forward model, which relies on efference copy and a model of
the dynamics of the cursor to mimic the causal process that
governs how the cursor transitions from one state to the next.
We also observed that the peak information (mutual infor-
mation at the OLT) encoded by those neurons that were clearly
forward-estimating (0  OLT  60 ms) was significantly larger
than the peak information encoded by the remaining population
of movement-angle neurons (OLT30 ms, or, OLT 90 ms)
[P  0.001, Wilcoxon rank sum test (SI Text)]. Fig. S1 A and B
plots the peak mutual information that each cell encoded for
movement angle at its OLT. This result shows that, in addition
to PPC having a central tendency to encode the current state of
the movement angle, these forward-estimating neurons will also,
on average, encode more information compared with neurons at
other OLTs, further supporting the idea that the population best
represents forward estimates of the state of the cursor. In
addition, we observed that the median OLT for the obstacle task
distribution was significantly larger than the median OLT for the
center-out task distribution, and shifted forward from 0 to 30 ms
(P  1e-4, Wilcoxon rank sum). This result suggests that, during
situations in which a more demanding ‘‘control load’’ is placed
on the sensorimotor control system (e.g., the obstacle task), PPC
responds by encoding a more forward estimate of the state of the
cursor, presumably relying on amore anticipatory estimate of the
state of the cursor for online control.
Dynamic Tuning and Separability of Movement-Angle STTF. We
further analyzed the spatiotemporal-encoding properties of
movement-angle neurons by measuring changes in the preferred
direction of a neuron, pd, over a range of lag times. pd is the
movement angle at which a neuron fired maximally for a
particular lag time. We reasoned that if pd did not vary
significantly as a function of lag time compared with changes that
occurred in the movement angle itself, then that neuron encoded
a mostly straight trajectory. Fig. 4A shows an example of a
neuron recorded during the obstacle task for which pd changed
smoothly in time. Specifically, pd changed by 0.87 radians from
120 ms to 0 ms lag time and by an additional 0.61 radians from
0 ms to 120 ms lag time, implying that this neuron, on average,
encoded a slightly nonlinear trajectory. Across the population,
most neurons’ STTFs exhibited small changes in pd as a function
of lag time. We quantified the tendency for the pd to vary for
the movement-angle population by computing the circular stan-
dard deviation of the distribution of all neurons’ angle changes,
for each lag time (26). We found that the standard deviation of
pd changes increased with time away from the OLT and rose to
a maximum difference of 0.36  0.03 and 0.72  0.03 radians
120 ms for the center-out and obstacle tasks, respectively (Fig.
4B). These deviations, although significantly 0, were signifi-
cantly smaller than deviations measured in the movement angle
itself, which were 0.74  0.03 and 1.91  0.06 radians 120 ms,
for the center-out and obstacle tasks, respectively (Fig. 4B). This
result shows that the PPC population encoded significantly less
change in movement direction than was observed in the actual
trajectories themselves (50%). We also calculated the average
curvature of the monkeys’ trajectories and the curvature of
simulated trajectories derived from a neuron’s STTF, which were
considered to be the ‘‘preferred trajectory’’ of a neuron. Con-
sistent with the preferred direction results, the average curvature
of preferred trajectories (0.06  0.01 and 0.15  0.04, for
center-out and obstacle tasks, respectively) was significantly less
than the average curvature of the actual trajectories (0.15 0.04
and 0.26  0.02, for center-out and obstacle tasks, respectively).
This result further substantiates the claim that movement-
related neurons encoded mostly instantaneous straight-line tra-
jectories, which contained less curvature than was present in the
actual executed movements. For additional example movement-
angle STTFs and TEFs containing a variety of tuning charac-
teristics and OLTs, see Fig. S2.
We performed an additional separability analysis to further
characterize the relationship between angle and lag time en-
coded by a neuron’s STTF. A perfectly separable STTF indi-
cated that lag time and angle were encoded independently of one
another. We determined that the population of movement-angle
neurons was largely separable in the angle–time plane by using
singular value decomposition (SVD) (27, 28). We calculated the
fractional energy contained in the singular values for each cell’s
movement-angle STTF. 92.0  14.7% and 78.9  25.8% of
energy (median IQR) was contained in the first singular value,
for the center-out and obstacle tasks, respectively (Fig. 4C). Two
hundred nine of 220 (95%) and 130 of 168 (77%) of movement
angle STTFs were significantly separable when compared with
their corresponding surrogate STTFs for center-out and obstacle
tasks. Fig. 4D shows the distribution of fractional energies of the
first singular value for both tasks. These SVD results show that
movement angle and time were primarily encoded independently
by the PPC population and suggest that they could be combined
in a multiplicative fashion to create the observed STTFs.
Together, the above analyses suggest that dynamic sensori-
motor control mechanisms in PPC encode mostly straight tra-
jectories, with a less substantial component of neurons’ firing
Fig. 4. Curvature and separability of STTFs. (A) Example STTF containing
slight curvature. The pd of this cell (dashed line) changed smoothly as a
function of lag time. These small changes in pd over time do not implicate a
nonseparable STTF however; the percentage of fractional energy (FE) ac-
counted for by the first singular vectors for this cell was 89%. (B) Standard
deviation of the population’s distribution of pd changes (d), plotted as a
function of time relative to the OLT. For both center-out and obstacle tasks,
the population d (neural, solid lines) was less than the d for the movement
angle (behavior, dashed lines) over the same time range. Data points repre-
sent mean, and error bars denote 95% confidence intervals derived from
bootstrapped distributions ofd. (C) Population summary of FE accounted for
by each singular vector (dots denote median FE, and error bars depict inter-
quartile range). The majority of energy in movement-angle STTFs was cap-
tured by the first singular vectors for center-out and obstacle tasks, respec-
tively. (D) Population histogram showing distribution of FE of first singular
value for all movement-angle cells. Unfilled (white) regions of bars denote the
fraction of cells that were not significantly separable. Overall, the distribu-
tions for the two tasks were largely separable.
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rates arising because of nonlinear encoding mechanisms that
may reflect the slight curvature we observed in the STTFs. This
interpretation is consistent with PPC neurons encoding a state
estimate of the movement angle, such that the majority of
information is encoded at a cell’s OLT, with decreasing infor-
mation encoded away from the OLT.
Discussion
Our data suggest that neurons in PPC are not only involved in
forming plans for movement (3, 29), but also in monitoring the
goal and the dynamic state of the trajectory during movement
execution. This monitoring is likely important for, among other
purposes, continuous control and error correction. Rapid online
control of movement cannot rely completely on slow sensory
feedback but instead must make continuous adjustments to
motor commands based on a best estimate of the current and
future states of the effector (7, 8). The temporal encoding
properties of many movement-angle neurons suggest that PPC
computes an estimate of the state of the cursor forward in time,
consistent with the operation of a theoretical forward model.
Furthermore, the distribution of OLTs we report in PPC spans
a continuum of dynamic state estimates, bridging purely sensory
with purely motor representations of the state of a continuous
movement while having a central tendency to encode a forward
estimate of the current state of the cursor. We suggest that PPC
movement-angle neurons may provide a sensorimotor linkage
necessary for translating recent motor commands into an esti-
mate of the current state of the cursor that is useful for rapid
control of the limb and that can be subsequently updated by
delayed sensory information fed into PPC (12, 32). It should be
noted that the forward estimate measured by using our analysis
corresponds to the expected movement state of an external
object (i.e., the sensory outcome of the cursor motion on the
computer screen). However, for our joystick task, the movement
of the cursor is strongly correlated with the movement of the
hand, and therefore it is also possible that these state estimates
might reflect an intrinsic representation of the hand itself.
Further experiments should be carried out to determine to what
extent the forward model in PPC encodes a motor, sensory
(visual and/or proprioceptive) or intermediate representation of
the expected state of a movement.
A forward model must rely both on efference copy and a
model of the dynamics of the cursor/hand to estimate the next
state of a movement from the previous state. Efference copy
signals could be central in origin (fed back from motor and
premotor cortices) or may be signals of noncortical origin that
lead the current state of the movement. Previous psychophysical,
clinical, and theoretical studies have pointed to both the parietal
lobe and the cerebellum as candidate neural substrates for a
forward model (30–33). Because both areas are reciprocally
connected [cerebellum projects to parietal cortex via the thal-
amus (34); parietal cortex projects to cerebellum via the pons
(35)], it is quite possible that the two areas might comprise a
‘‘functional loop’’ responsible for monitoring and updating the
internal state of the limb for online control (31). The extent to
which forward model control is distributed across multiple brain
areas and the distinguishing functional roles of these areas is an
important direction for further investigation.
The finding that movement-angle neurons are largely separa-
ble in the angle–time plane implies that online directional tuning
is mostly stable over time during the movement. Although PPC
neurons do encode some curvature during our tasks, both the
average change in pd (approximately /6 radians in 120 ms) and
the amount of curvature encoded by PPC neurons were not large
and, moreover, were both significantly smaller than their cor-
responding values measured for the movement itself over the
same time range. Therefore, these preferred trajectories are not
complex functions of time but, for the most part, provide a
simple dynamic encoding scheme: state estimation of movement
direction at a particular OLT. This explanation is conceptually
similar to the claim that M1 neurons encode an instantaneous
estimate of movement direction (or velocity) at a particular lag
time (36, 37). Alternatively, Hatsopoulos and colleagues (38)
have recently suggested that neurons in M1 encode more
complex ‘‘pathlets,’’ composed of a broad range of temporally
extensive trajectory shapes. This complex spatiotemporal-
encoding scheme may, in part, reflect M1’s involvement in the
execution of actions in coordinate frames appropriate for mus-
culoskeletal control, although a single coordinate frame for M1
has not been identified (39). In contrast, we suggest that the
encoding of space and time that we observe in PPC may best
reflect a visuomotor representation of the trajectory, which
seems reasonable given the strong sensory input to PPC and its
substantial reciprocal connections with downstream motor areas
(17, 18).
A representation of the expected state of the cursor may also
be useful for reconciling whether the outcome of a movement in
space is caused by self-induced or external sensory motion. PPC
would be a reasonable brain area to perform such a reafference-
cancelling computation during continuous sensorimotor control,
given both the presence of a forward model estimate of the
sensory consequences of movement and the convergence of
substantial sensory inputs. Unfortunately, because the desired
sensory outcome and the actual sensory outcome of the move-
ment coincide closely in our task, we cannot determine from our
data whether a comparison between these two signals is encoded
in PPC or not. A future experiment that perturbs the cursor
visual feedback so that it is incongruent with the movement of
the joystick, dissociating the intended movement state and the
actual visual state, might modulate the activity of cells that did
not respond during our task, which would normally encode such
a comparison.
Eye behavior-related signals have also been described in PPC
(40). For instance, some smooth pursuit-sensitive cells in area
MST appear to reflect the integration of an extraretinal signal
related to the continuous movement of the eye and continue to
respond during periods of the pursuit when the stimulus is
blinked off (41). One use of this signal may be for perceptual
stability during pursuit eye movements (15, 42). It would be
interesting to determine whether MST cells estimate the current
direction of eye movements during pursuit, similar to the for-
ward estimation of movement angle we observe for arm move-
ments. Discrete eye behavior-related signals, such as saccade and
fixation responses, have also been described in PPC. Whereas
area 7a saccade responses begin largely after the saccade, area
LIP saccade responses tend to occur before, during, or after
saccades (43). These dynamics have led to the suggestion that
this saccade activity is important for perceptual stability and
coordinate transformations but not for the execution of eye
movements (43). [Note that although LIP does not appear to
generate the execution signal for saccades, it does appear to be
involved in the formulation of the plan or intent to saccade (29).]
The saccade response dynamics in LIP appear to estimate when
a saccade is occurring. Fixation-related activity commonly found
in PPC is sensitive for eye position, and this response charac-
teristic is often multiplicatively combined with the sensory and
saccade-related activity of single neurons (43). The eye-position
signal in PPC could be derived from proprioceptive inputs from
the eye muscles (44) and/or the integration of saccade command
signals. It would be interesting to see whether a component of the
eye-position signal might also provide anticipatory information
(ahead of passive sensory feedback) about the current state of
the eye position during fixations between saccades.
Finally, the availability of both goal and dynamic arm-
movement information in PPC makes this brain area an attrac-
tive target for a neural prosthesis. For example, a continuous
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decoder estimating the dynamic state of the cursor could be
improved by incorporating target information to constrain the
decoded cursor trajectory toward the goal (45). Moreover, at any
instant during the movement, the trajectory decoder could be
switched to a target decoder when sufficient information be-
comes available about the target, rapidly jumping the cursor to
the correct endpoint. Last, the observation that these neurons
appear to encode mostly straight lines in visual space may prove
to be more straightforward to decode for controlling a variety of
end effectors.
Methods
General. In our experiment, two monkeys were trained to perform a 2D
center-out joystick (ETI Systems) reaction task. Both monkeys performed a
center-out task, and the first monkey was also trained to perform an obstacle-
avoidance task to enforce more curvature in the trajectories and to further
decorrelate goal angle and movement angle (center-out task correlation
coefficient: T0.700.06., T0.570.12 for monkeys 1 and 2 respectively,
obstacle task: T  0.16  0.11 [mean  SD, T-linear association test (26)].
Example trajectories are shown for both tasks in Fig. 1C andD. During joystick
trials, we recorded simultaneous single-unit activity from multiple neurons
(up to four electrodes) in the medial bank of the intraparietal sulcus of the
PPC, with chamber coordinates centered at 5 mm posterior and 6 mm lateral.
Behavioral Task. The monkeys sat 45 cm in front of an LCD monitor. Eye
position was monitored with an infrared oculometer (ISCAN). The monkeys
initiated a trial by moving a white cursor (0.9°) into a central green target circle
(4.4°) and then fixated a red concentric circle (1.6°). After 350 ms, the target
was jumped to one of eight (or 12) random peripheral locations (14.7°). The
monkeys then guided the cursor smoothly into the peripheral target while
maintaining central fixation. Once the cursor was held within 2.2° of the
target center for 350 ms, the monkeys were rewarded with a drop of juice. In
the obstacle task, the monkey initiated the trial as before. After 350 ms, a blue
obstacle circle (10.0°) appeared, and the target was jumped simultaneously to
one of eight (or 12) target locations. The obstacle was aligned and equidistant
between initial and final target positions. During movement, the monkey
maintained central fixation and guided the cursor around the obstacle and
into the peripheral target. If the cursor intersected the obstacle or fixation was
broken, the trial was aborted. The duration from movement onset to the time
the cursor entered the target was for the center-out task: 259  80 ms and
392  173 ms for monkeys 1 and 2, respectively, and for monkey 1 for the
obstacle task: 360  99 ms (mean  SD).
Space–Time Tuning Analysis. Spike trains and raw joystick positional data were
smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (SD  20 ms). The SD of the smoothing
Gaussian was derived from the SD of the interspike interval (ISI) distribution
of a typical neuron. Specifically, a Gaussian curve was fit to every tuned
neuron’s ISI distribution. The median ISI SD for all neurons was 23 ms, which
we then approximated to 20 ms.
We evaluated the dynamic tuning properties of PPC neurons by construct-
ing a STTF for each neuron, described by the bivariate functionN(,) (19). Each
value in the STTF represented the expected value of the firing rateRmeasured
at some time during the movement t, given that a particular behavioral angle
 occurred at time t  . The STTF is then expressed as the conditional
expectation
N,	 E
R	, [1]
where  is the lag time, which was sampled in 30-ms increments, and E is the
expected value operator. To compute the average firing rate for a particular
STTF bin, N(bin,bin), firing rate samples were accumulated at all times{ti} for
which  binat times {ti } and across all trials in a session. This sum was then
divided by the total number of firing-rate samples that occurred for that bin
bin bin, to give an average firing rate. Both goal- and movement-angle bins
were discretized into /4 radians increments (/6 radians, for 12-target ex-
periments), whereas firing rates were binned into 1-Hz increments. We tried
a variety of bin-size resolutions for both parameters, none of which had any
qualitative effect on the results reported in this study. On average, 70,000
firing-rate samples were used per session, which were compiled over 489 
300 and 498  233 trials (mean  SD), for the center-out and obstacle tasks,
respectively (typically resulting in500 samples per  bin and40 trials per
target).
The movement angle and goal angle were sampled every millisecond over
the entire trajectory, from movement onset to the instant the cursor entered
the target circle. Importantly, however, firing rates were sampled from the
middle segment of a trial, so that each firing-rate sample could be paired with
angles sampled uniformly over the entire range of lag times we considered
(Fig. 2B). This eliminated unwanted edge effects for large-magnitude values
of lag time (e.g., a sampling bias would otherwise exist for, say, 120 ms;
firing rates would be more likely to be sampled from later times in the
trajectory, and these samples would be less likely to have corresponding angle
pairs for  0). This segment of neural activity varied in size depending on the
trial length and, on average, was 145  22 ms and 147  18 ms (mean  SD),
for the center-out and obstacle tasks, respectively. In addition, we only
considered firing rates beginning from 90 ms after movement onset to allow
sufficient time for sensory feedback about the state of the movement to arrive
into PPC. This was important to ensure that none of the PPC neural activity we
reported reflected encoding schemes that operated without access to visual or
proprioceptive feedback during online control of the cursor. Finally, it is
unlikely that this neural activity period reflected stimulus onset or reward
because it began220 ms (reaction time at least 90 ms) after cue onset and
terminated 440 ms (350-ms hold  at least 90 ms) before reward delivery.
The reaction time to initiate movement was 138  51 ms and 159  19 ms
(mean  SD), for the center-out and obstacle tasks, respectively.
A bootstrap Monte Carlo resampling method (100 iterations) was used to
generate a distribution of STTFs (and TEFs), which were averaged to yield the
reported STTF and from which we derived 95% confidence intervals. To create
a null hypothesis for significance testing, we constructed surrogate STTFs
(TEFs) by using actual trajectory data (to preserve kinematics) but by substi-
tuting neural activity with surrogate spike trains. Surrogate spike trains were
generated by sampling uniformly from a neuron’s actual interspike-interval
distribution (i.e., surrogate neurons contained the same ISI statistics and mean
firing rate as the actual neurons) and then subsequently smoothing the
surrogate spike train as before. By using this surrogate neural activity and the
actual behavior (movement or goal angles), bootstrap Monte Carlo resam-
pling was performed again to create a distribution of surrogate STTFs (TEFs).
Cosine goodness-of-fit was also assessed for all lag times in a neuron’s STTF
(i.e., an angular tuning curve for each lag time) according to the following
model
N	 c	 a
 cos  pd	 , [2]
where c is the baseline firing rate, a is the gain, pd is the preferred direction
of the neuron, and N denotes the angular tuning function for a particular
lag time. This model typically provided a good fit for the population of
movement-angle neurons. The coefficient of determination R2 for the model
fit was 0.70  0.43 and 0.83  0.19 (mean  SD), for the center-out and
obstacle tasks, respectively. pd was computed by using the mean direction
method (26). Specifically, vector addition was used to determine the resultant
vector B at which a cell fired maximally for a given lag time as follows
C 
i1
M
Ni	cos i, S  
i1
M
N i	sin i,
B2 C2	 S2 B  0	 [3]
cospd C /B , sinpd S /B ,
where M is the number of angle bins (8 or 12), and Ni is a neuron’s average
firing rate for a particular bin angle i.
Note that the STTFs we report here differ somewhat from the spatiotem-
poral receptive fields used in sensory cortices, which generally use white-noise
stimuli to probe a rich set of space–time representations (46, 47). Because of
autocorrelation present in natural goal-directed arm movements, we do not
interpret the structure of STTFs to represent what is directly encoded by PPC
neurons for all possible stimuli but, instead, to reflect the movement-angle
dynamics that can be inferred from the firing rate for our particular task.
Information Theoretic Analysis. Because tuning depth and linear correlation
metrics such as Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient are not a robust mea-
sure of all types of statistical dependency, we calculated the Shannon mutual
information between firing rate and angle for each lag time of the STTF to
construct a TEF (19, 48). For two different examples of cells’ residual TEFs, see
Fig. S3. This method allowed us to rigorously quantify the dependency of the
firing rate on the movement or goal angle at different lag times. Mutual
information is an entropy-based measure that quantifies how much the
variability of a particular parameter (i.e., neural firing rate N) depends on the
variability of another (i.e., goal or movement angle ), and is defined as
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IN; 	 
N
pN	

pN	log p N	p	  . [4]
p(N) is the prior probability distribution for firing rates. p(N) is the condi-
tional probability distribution for angle given that a particular firing rate was
observed.p() is the prior probability distribution for angle. We computed the
above integral by using a nonparametric binning approach. Specifically, we
did not approximate these distributions by using a model fit but instead
computed them exactly by evaluating the integral in Eq. 4 as a finite sum
according to
IN;	 
N
pN	

pN	log p N	p	  . [5]
To ensure that mutual information values for goal and movement angle were
comparable (e.g., to avoid any bias due to possible differences in the individ-
ual goal-angle or movement-angle entropies), we normalized mutual infor-
mation using the symmetric uncertainty measure introduced by Sa¨rndal (49)
NIN; 	
2IN; 	
HN		 H	
. [6]
The normalized information NI effectively varied between 0 and 1, with NI
1 denoting perfect correlation. H() and H(N) are the entropy of the angle
(goal or movement) and the firing rate, respectively, and were computed in a
similar manner, for example,
H	

p	 log p	 . [7]
Therefore, the NI scalar quantity was not reported in bits but should instead
be interpreted simply as a nonparametric measure of dependency of the firing
rate on the angle.
Note that goal angle TEFs were mostly flat and did not contain temporal-
encoding structure (e.g., Fig. 1D). This is because, for any given trial, all
firing-rate samples in the neural-activity period were paired with the same
goal angle (i.e., a single target) at all possible lag times. Therefore, each trial
contributed only a mean rate for one particular goal angle, with no temporal
information. When repeated across all trials, the resultant goal-angle STTF
contained angular tuning but no temporal tuning, resulting in a flat TEF.
Importantly, a flat TEF does not imply that goal angle information was fixed
in absolute trial time, but instead represents the average tuning strength for
target direction during the neural-activity period that we sampled.
Last, we performed an additional analysis to determine whether the mu-
tual information encoded for movement angle at a cell’s OLT was significantly
larger than at all other lag times. The outcome of all of these comparisons is
summarized graphically in the 95% confidence OLT plots of Fig. S4.
Temporal Dynamics and Curvature of Movement-Angle STTF. To assess how the
encoded movement angle varied as a function of lag time, the difference
between pdat a cell’s OLT and pdat all other significantly tuned lag times was
calculated for a neuron’s STTF. This calculation was carried out for all cells that
had significantly tuned lag times in the range of 120 to 120 ms. So that we
could compare these changes in pd with changes that occurred in the move-
ment angle itself, we also calculated the difference between the movement
angle for all times {ti} and the movement angle at all times {ti }, for a range
of different lag times (120  120 ms). This process was then repeated for
all trials in a session and for all sessions in which movement-angle neurons
were reported. These procedures resulted in a distribution of angle differ-
ences associated with each lag time, both for the neural activity (i.e., changes
in pd) and the behavior (i.e., changes in movement angle) (Fig. 4B). We then
computed the circular SD d for each lag time’s distribution of angle-
differences (26) to summarize the average tendency of the angle to deviate
over lag time. A bootstrap Monte Carlo resampling procedure was used to
generate multiple distributions of angle differences, from which the mean
and 95% CIs for d were derived (Fig. 4B).
In addition to the preferred-direction analysis, we calculated the curvature
of both the actual trajectories themselves and a neuron’s preferred trajectory,
which we simulated from a neuron’s STTF. First, to derive the curvature of an
actual trajectory, a circle was fit to a series of points sampled every 30 ms along
a 240-ms trajectory segment by using a nonlinear least-squares estimation
approach presented by Gander and colleagues (50) and implemented in the
Matlab program, ‘‘fitcircle,’’ by R. Brown (University of Canterbury, Canter-
bury, U.K.). The curvature was then calculated simply as the inverse of the
radius of the circle. This calculation was repeated for a series of subsequent
240-ms trajectory segments within each trial, each beginning 30 ms apart (i.e.,
0–240 ms, then 30–270 ms. . . ), and then repeated for all trials in a session.
Second, to construct the preferred trajectory encoded by a neuron’s STTF, we
combined unit vectors, which were derived from each lag time’s pd, in a
tip-to-tail fashion from 120 ms to 120 ms. The curvature of the resultant
trajectory was then computed as described above, and then this procedure
was repeated for each neuron in the population.
Separability of Movement Angle STTF. To assess the separability of an STTF,
using SVD, we modeled the movement-angle STTF matrixN as a function of an
offset term plus a multiplicative component
N  	 USVT, [8]
where U and V are orthogonal matrices containing the singular vectors, and
S is a diagonal matrix containing the nonzero singular values of N. If an STTF
was completely separable, then it could be factored by using only the first
singular vectors and first singular value
N  	 u1s1v1
T, [9]
with s1  1 denoting that all energy could be captured in the space spanned
by the first singular vectors. Varying  from the minimum to the maximum
firing rate of a neuron (in increments of 1 Hz), we iteratively fit the separable
model of Eq. 9 to reconstruct the matrix N. This optimization process allowed
us to determine the optimal offset opt, which minimized the mean-squared
error for reconstructingN, similar to the approach of Pena and colleagues (28).
Typically, we found that opt was strongly correlated with the mean value of
the N matrix (correlation coefficient, cc  0.97 and cc  0.90, for center-out
and obstacle tasks). By using opt, the full SVD decomposition was then
performed once more according to Eq. 8, and the fractional energy (FE)
contained in each set of singular vectors was calculated as
FEi 100% 
si
2

i
si
2 . [10]
To determine whether or not the FE contained in the first singular value was
significantly separable, we also performed SVD decomposition on surrogate
STTFs (which were derived from the same behavior but using surrogate spike
trains) for comparison with the actual STTFs’ separability. If the first singular
value computed from the actual STTF was 95% of the surrogate STTF’s first
singular values, then the SVD decomposition was considered to be signifi-
cantly separable.
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